Girl Scouts of Tropical Florida
2024 Cookie Program Rewards

My Personal Goal: ___________

Initial Order Rewards
- Cotton Bandana 180+ pkgs
- S’Amazing Apron AND Stand Charm 230+ pkgs

Initial Order Troop Reward
- GSTF Axolotl T-Shirt for each selling girl + two volunteers (Must have a minimum of 3 selling girls) 210 + PGA

Choose One:
- Crocs Gift Card (with 2 Trefoil Charms) OR Girl Scouts Build-a-Bear Kit OR $110 Cookie Bucks OR $10 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoe for Haiti 300+ pkgs
- Super Patch AND Custom Converse Sneakers OR Zoo Miami Dual Annual Pass OR $120 Cookie Bucks or $120 Digital Dough OR 5 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 1,250+ pkgs

Hometown Heroes Rewards
- Gift of Caring Patch 25+ HTH pkgs
- Cookie Heart Charm AND Fashion Patches 50+ HTH Boxes
- Collapsible Camp Cup 100+ HTH Boxes

Digital Cookie Rewards
- Own Your Magic Patch 24+ pkgs
- Magical Marker 50+ pkgs
- Scratch Art Poster 75+ pkgs
- Charm Patch AND Theme Charm 100+ pkgs
- DIY Playing Card Set 150+ pkgs
- Action Patch AND Lanyard 204+ pkgs
- Wallet Pouch With wrist lanyard 252+ pkgs

Choose One:
- Baseball Hat OR Axolotl Necklace OR $110 Cookie Bucks OR $10 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoe for Haiti 300+ pkgs
- Axolotl Makeup Pouch OR Lucy the Axolotl OR $15 Cookie Bucks OR $15 Digital Dough OR 1 Shoe for Haiti 400+ pkgs
- Goal Getter Patch AND OYM T-Shirt OR Crossbody Bag OR $20 Cookie Bucks OR $20 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoes for Haiti 500+ pkgs
- Winter Wonderland Patch OR Frost Science Membership OR $150 Cookie Bucks OR $150 Digital Dough OR 3 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 750+ pkgs
- Chelsea’s Extraordinary Outing Super Seller Event with GSTF CEO (date and location to be announced) AND Axolotl Socks 2,024+ pkgs
- Fuji/f_i.ligalm Instant Film Camera OR JBL Clip Portable Bluetooth Speaker OR $140 Cookie Bucks OR $140 Digital Dough OR 6 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 2,500+ pkgs
- Fitbit Activity Tracker OR Frost Science Membership OR $150 Cookie Bucks OR $150 Digital Dough OR 7 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 3,000+ pkgs
- Bluetooth Stereo Turntable/Record Player OR Camping Tent with 2 Camping Chairs OR $160 Cookie Bucks OR $160 Digital Dough 3,500+ pkgs
- Mini Projector with Foldable Screen 4,000+ pkgs

Booth Sales
- Booth Sales Patch Girl can earn by attending at least 5 Cookie Booths
- Booth Sales Patch

Bar Patches
- 200+ to 1,000+ Bar Patches are awarded at the highest level achieved

Choose One:
- Gift of Caring Patch 25+ HTH pkgs
- Cookie Heart Charm AND Fashion Patches 50+ HTH Boxes
- Collapsible Camp Cup 100+ HTH Boxes

Volunteer Patch
- Volunteer Patch
- Receive 2 for every participating Troop

Shoes 4 Haiti
- Donate shoes to kids in Haiti

Choice of One:
- Crocs Gift Card (with 2 Trefoil Charms) OR Girl Scouts Build-a-Bear Kit OR $110 Cookie Bucks OR $10 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoe for Haiti 300+ pkgs
- Super Patch AND Custom Converse Sneakers OR Zoo Miami Dual Annual Pass OR $120 Cookie Bucks or $120 Digital Dough OR 5 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 1,250+ pkgs

Top Selling Troops
- Exciting Troop Event for the Top Selling Troop, Top Selling Troop by PGA and Top Selling Hometown Heroes Troop!

Choice of One:
- Crocs Gift Card (with 2 Trefoil Charms) OR Girl Scouts Build-a-Bear Kit OR $110 Cookie Bucks OR $10 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoe for Haiti 300+ pkgs
- Super Patch AND Custom Converse Sneakers OR Zoo Miami Dual Annual Pass OR $120 Cookie Bucks or $120 Digital Dough OR 5 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 1,250+ pkgs

Digital Cookie Rewards
- Own Your Magic Patch 24+ pkgs
- Magical Marker 50+ pkgs
- Scratch Art Poster 75+ pkgs
- Charm Patch AND Theme Charm 100+ pkgs
- DIY Playing Card Set 150+ pkgs
- Action Patch AND Lanyard 204+ pkgs
- Wallet Pouch With wrist lanyard 252+ pkgs

Choose One:
- Baseball Hat OR Axolotl Necklace OR $110 Cookie Bucks OR $10 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoe for Haiti 300+ pkgs
- Axolotl Makeup Pouch OR Lucy the Axolotl OR $15 Cookie Bucks OR $15 Digital Dough OR 1 Shoe for Haiti 400+ pkgs
- Goal Getter Patch AND OYM T-Shirt OR Crossbody Bag OR $20 Cookie Bucks OR $20 Digital Dough OR 1/2 Shoes for Haiti 500+ pkgs
- Winter Wonderland Patch OR Frost Science Membership OR $150 Cookie Bucks OR $150 Digital Dough OR 3 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 750+ pkgs
- Chelsea’s Extraordinary Outing Super Seller Event with GSTF CEO (date and location to be announced) AND Axolotl Socks 2,024+ pkgs
- Fuji/f_i.ligalm Instant Film Camera OR JBL Clip Portable Bluetooth Speaker OR $140 Cookie Bucks OR $140 Digital Dough OR 6 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 2,500+ pkgs
- Fitbit Activity Tracker OR Frost Science Membership OR $150 Cookie Bucks OR $150 Digital Dough OR 7 Pairs of Shoes for Haiti 3,000+ pkgs
- Bluetooth Stereo Turntable/Record Player OR Camping Tent with 2 Camping Chairs OR $160 Cookie Bucks OR $160 Digital Dough 3,500+ pkgs
- Mini Projector with Foldable Screen 4,000+ pkgs

Council reserves the right to make substitutions to the item’s color, material or size, or to substitute an item of equal or greater value due to changes or challenges in product availability.